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I. INTRODUCTION

I
N RECENT YEARS, a new temporal prediction scheme, motion-compensated temporal filtering (MCTF), is developed to achieve efficient scalable video coding instead of the traditional motion-compensated prediction (MCP) scheme, which is based on motion estimation (ME) and motion compensation (MC). The main concept of MCTF is to perform discrete wavelet transformation with MC in the temporal direction. For more details, please refer to [1] and [2] . The concept of MCTF has been introduced to scalable video coding (SVC) standard developed by MPEG since SVM 3.0 [3] . Currently, the MCTF is adopted as an alternative and non-normative coding tool in Joint Scalable Video Model (JSVM) 8.0 [4] . In MCTF, the drift problem, which results from the mismatch of reference frames between the encoder and decoder, will not induce a catastrophic error propagation because it is an open-loop video coding. Moreover, when it is combined with existed coding standards, not only the temporal scalability can be efficiently provided, but also the compression efficiency can be improved. When the single-layer H.264/AVC is cooperated with MCTF scheme without spatial and SNR scalability, it can provide up to 1-dB coding gain compared to original H.264/AVC [5] .
As the IC manufacturing process has a great progress, more and more functions or hardware modules are integrated into one single chip, which is called system-on-chip (SoC). To design an SoC hardware system, not only chip area is required to be considered, but also system resources such as system memory bandwidth and battery power should be taken into consideration. It is because these resources are shared simultaneously by many different tasks, like communication, audio, video, graphic, and so on. In our previous work [6] , the VLSI architecture and the usage of system resources for 5/3 and 1/3 MCTF are analyzed. It shows that MCTF requires high system memory bandwidth due to its bidirectional prediction, update stage and multilevel structure. Besides, as shown in [7] , system memory access can occupy more than 60% total power of a video system. Therefore, an efficient MCTF architecture should not only be area-efficient but also require low system memory bandwidth. Previously, the data reuse schemes of temporal prediction engine is only explored within single frame [8] and it is not enough for MCTF. On the other hand, since temporal prediction engine of MCTF schemes like JSVM always contains both open-loop MCTF and closed-loop MCP schemes to maintain its coding efficiency, how to combine different coding schemes is also an issue for an MCTF hardware design.
In this paper, we will present an MCTF/ME-combined hardware accelerator which is area-efficient and require low system memory bandwidth. First, the operations of the closed-loop MCP schemes and open-loop MCTF are analyzed. Due to their operations' similarity, an MCTF/ME-combined hardware accelerator is feasible. Moreover, since these coding schemes have different compression efficiency and system resource requirements, this temporal prediction engine can also provide computation scalability in an SoC system. Second, the frame-level data reuse schemes are applied to reduce the required system memory bandwidth, and a frame-interleaved macroblock-pipelining (MB-pipelining) is proposed to save the induced on-chip buffer. Finally, for update stage, the system memory bandwidth is minimized by the proposed pipelined scheduling and ME-like MC with level C+ scheme, and the resource sharing strategy is discussed to reduce area cost. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the basic operations of MCTF are introduced. The design challenges of MCTF and a combined temporal prediction engine with computation scalability will be discussed in Section III. Section IV presents the design of prediction stage in MCTF and MCP scheme. Section V discuss the design of the update stage. In Sections VI and VII, the experimental results and a conclusion are given, respectively.
II. MOTION-COMPENSATED TEMPORAL FILTERING IN TEMPORAL PREDICTION
MCTF is to perform wavelet transform in the temporal direction with MC. The coding performance depends on the adopted filter. In general, MCTF is implemented by use of 5/3, 1/3, and Haar filter with lifting scheme, which can provide the perfect reconstruction property. The 5/3 and 1/3 MCTF can be simply illustrated by Fig. 1 , in which only two lifting stages are involved. The prediction stage is using reference frames to predict current frames, and the residual frames are the highpass frames (H-frames). The update stage is using the H-frames to update the reference frames, and the derived frames are the lowpass frames (L-frames). 1/3 MCTF can be performed by skipping the update stage of 5/3 MCTF and taking reference frames as L-frames directly.
In order to align the objects in different frames, both lifting stages need motion vectors (MVs). The block-based translational motion model is usually adopted. The major operations of prediction stage are ME and MC, as shown in the right-bottom part of Fig. 1 . For every block in the current frames, ME can be performed to find the best MVs, and . Next, MC is performed to generate the H-frame by subtracting motion compensated frame from frame. In JSVM, because it is extended from H.264/AVC, variable block size ME and rate-distortion optimized mode decision are also adopted. Moreover, not only the biprediction but also the uniprediction are allowed in 5/3 or 1/3 MCTF. That is, Haar filter is also supported in 5/3 or 1/3 MCTF. If so, the equations in Fig. 1 will be replaced by uniprediction.
As for the MVs of update stage, and , they are usually derived from the MV of prediction stage, and , for saving the MV bitrate. Therefore, the major operations of update stage are deriving inverse MV and MC, as shown in the right-middle part of Fig. 1 . For each current block in frame, the MV, or , which has the largest overlapped area between the reference block and current block will be selected, and its inverse MV will be assigned to be the MV of current block. The detailed operations will be further illustrated in Section V. Fig. 1 only shows the one-level MCTF scheme. The multilevel MCTF scheme can be derived by recursively performing one-level MCTF on the derived L-frames in a bottom-up order, that is, from higher to lower frame rates. Furthermore, in JSVM, a coding scheme called hierarchical B-frames (HB) is also introduced to provide H.264/AVC compatible scalable coding bitstreams. HB is to perform multilevel temporal prediction structure in a top-bottom way. HB can be classified into two types, closed-loop HB and open-loop HB, according to its reference frames. In general, the coding performance of closed-loop HB is somewhat better than that of 5/3 MCTF [9] while the open-loop HB is almost the same as 1/3 MCTF, but the coding characteristics of both HB schemes are quite similar to 1/3 MCTF. [8] .
y The external memory bandwidth of update stage is also derived by DRF scheme in [10] .
III. SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND DESIGN CHALLENGES OF MCTF
In this section, the performance and system analyses of MCTF and MCP schemes are given, and the computation scalability of the proposed MCTF/ME-combined hardware accelerator will be introduced. Then, the design challenges of prediction stage and update stage of MCTF are discussed, respectively.
A. System Analysis and Computation-Scalability Property
Our target is to design a combined temporal prediction engine, which can support MCTF and MCP schemes. The specification is CIF 30 fps, and the searching range is [ 32, 32) in the horizontal and vertical directions. Table I demonstrates the required operations' type and the hardware resource requirements of these supported coding schemes. In Table I , we take the number of search candidates per seconds as the threshold to compare "ME Complexity." In general, it can be formulated as of search candidates/sec of Macroblock/frames) of frames/sec)
where and are searching range in horizontal and vertical directions. is the parameter decided by frame type. When P-frame with one reference frame is processed, is equal to 1. For simplicity, no iteration refinement is executed for B-frame. Thus, when B-frame or P-frame with two reference frames is processed, is equal to 2. The external memory bandwidth in Table I is referred from double reference frames scheme (DRF) in [10] with Level C data reuse scheme [8] .
From Table I , all of these schemes have the same operations, ME and MC. Moreover, when two reference frames are adopted in MCP schemes, the computation complexities of these schemes are quite similar. In general, the similarity of operation types can increase the reuse ratio of processing element and the hardware cost overhead will be small, and the similar computation complexities can avoid the degradation of hardware utilization while performing different schemes. Upon above reasons, the similarity of required operations and computation complexity implies that it is feasible and efficient to design an unified hardware accelerator which consists of ME and MC functions and can be configured to perform different coding schemes. For more sequences' coding performance comparison, please refer to [5] , [11] . On the other hand, these schemes' required system resources, like system memory bandwidth, are also very different as shown in Table I . Therefore, by adopting different coding schemes, the combined hardware accelerator can fit different system source constraints, such as memory bandwidth and power, while providing various coding performances. The above analysis shows the computation scalability for the MCTF/ME-combined hardware.
B. Design Challenges of MCTF
The design challenges of MCTF can be divided into two parts. One is for the prediction stage, and the other is for the update stage. In the prediction stage, the major computations are ME and MC, where the processing element (PE) design and memory bandwidth reduction with data reuse are always important issues. Since the prediction modes in JSVM are similar to those in H.264, the design of PEs for H.264/AVC [12] can be directly applied in the design of MCTF. Therefore, the major design challenge of prediction stage becomes data reuse. In the past, the data reuse scheme within one single frame has been explored [8] . For MCTF, frame-level data reuse is possible because of the nature of an open-loop video coding. In our previous work [10] , [13] , [14] , frame-level data reuse is discussed, and there are many tradeoffs between system memory bandwidth and memory storage with various frame-level data reuse schemes. However, when frame-level data reuse schemes are adopted to reduce the memory bandwidth, the related hardware overhead and utilization should be considered. This is because different frame-level data reuse schemes may require different on-chip data buffer size in the conventional H.264/AVC design [15] . How to construct these frame-level data reuse schemes on hardware without on-chip data buffer overhead becomes the problem of prediction stage.
The major computations of update stage in previous JSVM 2.0 [16] are deriving inverse MV and MC. The former is a new operation, and the latter has many reference designs [12] , [17] . Their computation complexities are small compared to ME, but they require large system memory bandwidth. Besides, unlike video encoders always store searching range data in on-chip buffer for random access of ME, video decoder has no on-chip buffer to store whole search range data under cost consideration. Therefore, MC has to access data directly from system memory. It makes that the MC-accessed location on system memory become unpredictable and discontinuous because the decoded MVs point to different regions on reference frames. Such irregular memory access will decrease the access efficiency of system memory and easily induce bubble cyclesdue to the property of DRAM [18] , [19] . Hence, for deriving inverse MV, a new architecture is required, and a suitable schedule with the proper data reuse scheme is demanded to eliminate irregular memory access and reduce the required memory bandwidth for MC in update stage. On the other hand, as shown in Table I , three main operations, ME, MC, and update stage, are necessary for building an MCTF/ME-combined hardware accelerator. However, only 5/3 MCTF scheme requires the update stage, so it is inefficient to build a dedicated module to perform the update stage. Therefore, how to reuse the existed on-chip memory and PE resources is the key to achieve an efficient update stage design.
IV. DESIGN STRATEGIES OF PREDICTION STAGE
A. Proposed Frame-Level Data Reuse for MCTF and MCP Schemes
In [10] , [13] , and [14] , the frame-level data reuse schemes are explored for MCTF and MCP schemes. For MCTF, the extended double current frames scheme (EDCF) which can minimize the number of input reference frames and share the searching range data between two successive current frames, has an apparent memory bandwidth reduction with two or more searching range buffers. Considering the MCP scheme like IBP with 2-ref or IPPP with 2-ref, two reference frames are supported, so it is reasonable that two searching range buffers are used in our specification.
However, when we adopt EDCF for MCTF with two searching range buffer, the performance is degraded due to the overhead of memory bandwidth for MC, especially for variable block size MC. For example, for a 4 4 block in H.264, 81 pixels are required for fractional MC. Besides, the memory access of MC is irregular, and it induces a low efficiency of memory access as described in Section III-B. In order to solve this problem, we propose a modified EDCF (mEDCF), which is similar to the modified double current frames (mDCF) scheme in [13] . The concept of mDCF is shown in Fig. 3(a) . The left reference frame can be replaced by the pre-interpolated MC frame , and then the intermediate MC frame for the right current frame is interpolated after ME. Then, for a 4 4 block, only 32 pixels are required to be stored into and loaded from external memory to do MC. Moreover, the irregular memory access of MC is eliminated. We use the concept of mDCF to modify EDCF, so the final adopted scheme is shown in Fig. 3(b) , which shares two reference frames between three current frames and interpolates the MC frame in advance for the next stage. As shown in Fig. 3(b) , four ME of three current frames can be processed in one stage, and the number of input reference frames in the same temporal level can be minimized.
In practical MCTF coding scheme in JSVM [16] , the framelevel data reuse schemes are limited by the GOP boundary. If the above mEDCF with two reference frames is directly applied for all frames, the bandwidth reduction may be degraded. Therefore, the structure of mEDCF is adaptively modified to fit the frame number in current GOP. As shown in Fig. 3(c) , one mEDCF and two mEDCF's subsets are applied to construct the frame-level data reuse scheme for one 8-frame GOP for the best bandwidth reduction. Note that the frame-level data reuse scheme is applied for the frames in the same temporal layer in this paper.
For MCP scheme, our hardware engine can change the operation order of mEDCF to support the frame-level data reuse scheme, which is called minimum current frame inputs-P/B simultaneously (MCFI-S), as shown in Fig. 4 . The concept is that the P-frame and B-frame can be computed at the same stage to halve the number of input reference frames, and Fig. 5(a) and (b) represent the definition of each frame in MCFI-S scheme for IBPBP and IBBP coding schemes, respectively. In Fig. 5 , the notation shown in the frames in are the same as those of Fig. 4 . The MCFI-S scheme can reduce the system memory bandwidth while B-frame is used in MCP coding scheme. As for IPPP with 1-ref or 2-ref, the traditional scheme [12] is adopted. 
B. Proposed Frame-Interleaved MB Pipelining Scheme
Since the prediction modes in MCTF are very similar to those in H.264/AVC, the architecture design of processing elements in our previous work [12] is adopted with minor modifications for the proposed temporal prediction engine. Because of the high complexity of variable block size ME (VBSME) and rate-distortion optimized mode decision in H.264/AVC, the computations of ME are divided into two parts, integer ME (IME) and fractional ME (FME) [15] , and each part is executed by its corresponding module, as shown in Fig. 6 .
However, there are many buffers for current blocks and partial results, because three current frames and four ME are processed at the same stage in the proposed mEDCF scheme. Fig. 7 shows the schedule of four ME for three current frames in one EDCF stage, where the notations are the same as those of Fig. 3(b) . If the original MB-pipelining scheme [15] is adopted, FME will start to process only after the computations of IME for in different current frames are finished as shown in Fig. 7(a) . Therefore, a larger buffer, six current MBs and eight MV sets, are required for four ME of three current MBs for IME and FME, respectively, as shown in Fig. 6 . Moreover, these buffers also lower the hardware utilization, because not all of them are required in other coding schemes.
In order to reduce these data buffer and improve the hardware utilization, a frame-interleaved MB pipelining scheme is proposed. The ME schedule of our proposed frame-interleaved MB pipelining scheme is shown in Fig. 7(b) . In the proposed scheme, once the unidirectional IME and FME of each current block is finished, IME and FME enter the next pipeline stage and the related partial results are also propagated to the next processing module. Therefore, the data lifetime of current MBs and MV data are minimized, and only two current MB buffers and two MV buffers are required for IME and FME. The buffer surrounded by dotted region in Fig. 6 can be removed. That is, the buffer overhead induced by the frame-level data reuse scheme is eliminated. 
V. DESIGN STRATEGIES OF UPDATE STAGE
In the beginning of this section, we will introduce the detailed operations and several schemes to derive inverse MV in the update stage. Next, hardware resource reuse of the prediction stage to perform MC in the update stage is discussed. In the last part, the proposed architecture of update stage is presented.
A. Proposed Pipelined Scheduling for Deriving Inverse MV
The detailed operations of deriving inverse MVs in the update stage of SVC are shown in Fig. 8 . Each 4 4 block in H-frames (ex. block 1) has a MV and a corresponding reference block, which overlaps 4 blocks, block , , , and , in the reference frames, . For each block in the reference frames, the overlapped areas of different MVs will be calculated and compared to each other. When more than two MVs point to the same 4 4 block in the reference frame, only the MV with the larger overlapped area will be kept. The derived MV of this block will be equal to the inverse of the MV with the largest overlapped area as shown in Fig. 8 . Once no MV points to the 4 4 block in the reference frame, the overlapped area of this 4 4 block will be set to zero. It means the 4 4 block will not perform MC in this direction as shown in (3) and (4) .
For each block in the reference frame, if deriving inverse MVs is processed MB by MB (also block by block) of reference frame, it is required to examine all blocks in its corresponding searching range in H-frame to compute the overlapped area. It induces a high computation complexity because the number of examined blocks is always large. To avoid high computation complexity, the preferred scheme is to perform the operations from the viewpoint of H-frames. Hence, deriving inverse MVs MB by MB of H-frames is first proposed in SVM 3.0 [3] . In this scheme, motion information of update stage, including currently selected inverse MV and its corresponding overlapped area, is required to be buffered for each 4 4 block of reference frame. For example, for block 1 in Fig. 8 , motion information of block , , , and is read from an inverse MV buffer. If the overlapped area induced by currently processed MV is larger than the stored one, the corresponding motion information is updated and written back to inverse MV buffer.
Since both the prediction stage and the deriving inverse MVs are processed MB-by-MB of H-frames, it is possible to interleave the processing of prediction and deriving inverse MVs. Therefore, there are two possible scheduling. The first one is the interleaved scheduling to minimize data lifetime of the MVs in the prediction stage, and the second one is the proposed pipelined scheduling to perform the prediction and update stages, respectively. We will discuss these two schedulings in the following.
1) The Interleaved Scheduling: The interleaved scheduling is to minimize the data lifetime of the MVs in the prediction stage, which means that when a 4 4 block in H-frames is generated, its MV has to be used for deriving inverse MVs, as shown in the top part of Fig. 9 . This is because if this MV is not used out immediately, it has to be stored in external memory for the update stage and induces additional external memory access. The interleaved scheduling is to use out the MV as soon as it is generated in order to reduce the external memory access and storage.
Once a 4 4 block finishes its prediction stage, motion information of the overlapped four 4 4 blocks in the reference frame has to be read from external memory. The motion information of the four overlapped blocks is then updated and written back to external memory. Therefore, the required external memory access of processing one 4 4 block in H-frame is of Bits for Motion Info. , where the first 2 means the forward and backward directions, 4 is the number of overlapped blocks, the second 2 is the memory access of read and write operations, and of Bits for Motion Info. is the amount of data to represent MV and overlapped area of update stage. The overlapped area ranges from 0 pixels to 16 pixels, and 5 bits are required. Assume a MV occupies 16 bits, then the external memory access for one 4 4 block of H-frames is 336 bits.
2) The Proposed Pipelined Scheduling: The proposed pipelined scheduling is to separate the operations of prediction and update stages, as shown in the bottom part of Fig. 9 . In this case, the MVs of H-frames have to be stored in the external memory. This will induce external memory access of one read and one write of each MV in H-frames.
However, since the prediction stage is finished when update stage is processed, the on-chip memory, which is used as the searching range buffer for ME in the prediction stage, is available to buffer the motion information of the update stage. In general, the searching range buffer is large and is sufficient for using Level D data reuse scheme [8] to buffer the motion information of update stage. Level D date reuse scheme can achieve minimum external memory access of reference frame. After finishing processing one MB row, the motion information of the top MB row in the buffer will be the final inverse MVs.
Therefore, for one 4 4 block in H-frames, the external memory access is of Bits for of Bits for Motion Info. , where the first 2 are the bidirections, the second 2 is the memory access of reading and writing MVs of H-frames, and the final part is the output of final inverse MVs. If a MV occupies 16 bits and the overlapped area (from 0 to 16 pixels) requires five bits, this number will be 106 bits. Compared with the interleaved scheduling, the proposed pipelined scheduling has a 68.5% reduction of memory bandwidth.
B. Proposed ME-Like MC With Level C+ Data Reuse Scheme
The major operations of MC in the update stage of JSVM can be shown as the following equations: (2) (3) (4) where is the left or right interpolated block, is the overlapped area of the derived inverse MV, represents the energy sum of selected interpolated block, is the weighting factor, and , , and are the pixel values in the interpolated, original, and updated blocks, respectively. An L-frame is generated, after a reference frame is added by the bidirectional MC in the update stage. The weighting factor which depends on the H-frame energy and overlapped area, is used to reduce the ghost effect, which occurs if the derived MV is wrong. This method is called adaptive weighting update stage. Note that because of the weighting factor, the word length of H-frame for update stage can be truncated from 9 to 8 bits, which is beneficial for memory access and storage, while the coding performance of update stage is almost the same [20] . In the following, we will first discuss the conventional MC scheme, which is adopted in most current H.264/AVC decoder design [17] , [21] . Then, the proposed ME-like MC with Level C+ scheme will be introduced.
1) The Double Reference Frames Scheme: The direct implementation of MC in the update stage is to adopt the DRF, as shown in Fig. 10 . Both sides of MC are executed at the same time, and the required data for the interpolation of bidirectional MC are directly loaded from the external memory. In JSVM 2.0, the interpolation filter with 6 taps is utilized. 9 9 pixels are required for a 4 4 block. Then the required memory access of this scheme for a 4 4 block becomes bits (5) where the first part is the input and output of current block to be performed MC, the second part is the input data for MC, and 8 bits is the number of bits for each pixel. The total required memory access for one 4 4 block is 1552 bits. Moreover, the memory access is irregular, since the inverse MV can point to anywhere within search range.
2) The Proposed ME-Like MC With Level C+ Scheme: When performing the update stage, the hardware resources of the prediction stage are idle, so they can be used in the update stage to reduce the hardware cost of update stage. There are two major hardware resources, processing elements and on-chip memory. The processing elements of FME module can be reused to perform MC in the update stage. The on-chip memory is usually a large buffer when full search ME with Level C data reuse scheme is adopted, and it can be used as the data buffer for MC. The basic idea of the proposed ME-like MC is to preload the searching range of current MB into the on-chip memory. Moreover, the double current frames scheme (DCF) [10] and Level C+ data reuse scheme [22] are also applied to save the required external memory access. We will introduce them in the following, respectively. By these methods, not only the required memory access can be reduced but also the irregular external memory access can be eliminated.
The concept of DCF is applied to reuse the searching range in ME-like MC, as shown in Fig. 11 . The loaded searching range of H-frames can be used to compensate two neighboring reference Fig. 11 . Illustration of the proposed ME-like MC with Level C+ scheme (H: highpass frame; R: reference frame; UL: partial result of reference frame; L: lowpass frame). frames, so the external memory access of this part can be halved. Similar to the discussion of DCF in Section IV-A, the overhead is to read and write the partial results of reference frame for the left-side MC . Since there are two searching range buffers in the prediction stage and no data dependency exists between different blocks in the MC of update stage, Level C+ data reuse scheme with stripe scan can be utilized without overhead [22] . Fig. 12 shows the vertical data reuse scheme for the proposed ME-like MC with Level C+. We assume that the searching range is . If we cascade two searching ranges in the vertical direction, the data in this integrated searching range is sufficient for successive MBs in the vertical direction. Therefore, the vertical data reuse of successive MBs is achieved in this scheme. With the proposed scheme, each pixel in the searching range has to be averagely loaded only times. In this paper, the searching range is [ 32, 32) , for a 4 4 block, the required external memory access is bits (6) where the first 2 is the input of and the output of , the second 2 is the reading and writing of partial results ( and ), and the third part is the amount of data for MC. The total required memory access is 725.33 bits in average for a 4 4 block, which is a 53% reduction compared to the direct implementation. Moreover, the irregular off-chip memory access for MC is turned into regular memory access because the scheme of preloading whole searching range data is static and regular. Fig. 13 shows the proposed hardware architecture of the update stage. The target specification is CIF 30 fps, and the searching range is [ 32, 32) in both vertical and horizontal directions. When deriving inverse MVs, the MVs of H-frames are input MB-by-MB. The motion information of update stage is stored in Left Searching Range Buffer with Level D data reuse scheme [8] . After processing one MB row, the derived inverse MVs of one MB row are output to the external memory for the MC in the update stage. When the operations of deriving inverse MVs are finished, the MC engine performs the proposed ME-like MC with Level C+ scheme by both two Searching Range Buffers.
C. Proposed Hardware Architecture of Update Stage
Not all hardware resources are necessarily dedicated for the update stage. As discussed in Section V-A and V-B, the searching range buffers and processing elements of FME module, which are designed for the prediction stage, can be reused for the computation of the update stage. In the following, we introduce the detailed architecture of the update stage.
1) Hardware Architecture of Inverse MV Engine: The MC engine can reuse the MC module needed in FME of prediction stage. Therefore, the dedicated hardware resource for update stage is only the Inverse MV Engine. blocks in reference frame will be generated. The Address Generator maps the logical address into physical memory address and reads the motion information of the four overlapped blocks from the search range buffer.
The overlapped area of four overlapped blocks caused by current block is calculated in Overlapped Area Generator. Four PEs are utilized to compare the overlapped areas of the current block and that of the previously processed blocks. The updated results of the four overlapped blocks are written back into the searching range buffer. The organization of Left Searching Range Buffer is 8 banks of 240
, and each word is 32 bits [12] . If one 32-bit word is used to buffer motion information of one 4 4 block, words are required for deriving inverse MVs with Level D data reuse scheme. Therefore, the size of searching range buffer in one frame is large enough, and it can greatly reduce the total system power and system memory bandwidth as described in Section V-A.2.
2) Hardware Architecture Reuse of FME Module: Fig. 15 shows the modified architecture of the FME module [23] to support the MC operations in the update stage. First, the interpolation circuit is modified to support from the unsigned interpolation to the signed interpolation since the input pixel value in update stage may be negative. Energy Accumulator/Adaptive Weighting is responsible for calculating the weighting factor and weighting the interpolated data to perform the computation of the update stage, as shown in (2), (3), and (4). One of 4 4 Modified Block PE is modified from the original PE to bypass the interpolated data and used as the data buffer of interpolated residual pixels until their corresponding energy weighting is derived. Finally, a multiplexer is required to select the MC result for the prediction or update stage.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we will show the comparisons between our proposed scheme and the direct implementation for the prediction and update stages, respectively. Our target specification and supported coding schemes have been shown in Section III. Full search with VBSME and rate-distortion optimized mode decision are also supported. Note that because HB is the reordered 1/3 MCTF, they have the same requirements and then the related data of HB is not shown in the following discussion. Finally, the VLSI implementation result of this hardware accelerator will be given, and the whole system diagram is the same as Fig. 6 . Table II shows the memory bandwidth comparison of our proposed and the conventional schemes for the prediction stage in MCTF and MCP schemes. During our comparison, we assume that the Level C scheme [8] is applied for both schemes' MB-level data reuse within one frame so that the system memory bandwidth reduction by proposed frame-level data reuse can be demonstrated. Since Level C scheme is originally designed for P-frame with one reference frame, we take DRF scheme [10] , which is the direct implementation for B-frame without any data reuse among reference frames, as the conventional scheme. For the proposed scheme, the techniques in the Section IV-A are used. The memory bandwidth of the prediction stage includes loading the searching range, current MB, and intermediate MC block, and outputting residual and MC block. From Table II , we can see that the reduction ratio of the proposed scheme in MCTF increases as the number of decomposition level increases. At four level decomposition, the proposed scheme can provide 20.4% memory bandwidth reduction. This is because fewer GOP boundaries exist, and the mEDCF scheme can be performed with fewer bandwidth overhead from inputs and outputs of MC blocks.
A. Memory Bandwidth of Prediction Stage
For the configuration of IBP with 2-ref, MCFI-S can provide 42.8% memory bandwidth reduction. For IBBP with 2-ref, sharing two reference frames between two B-frames has a 28.5% memory bandwidth reduction. Note that the reduction ratio between our proposed and original schemes increases, as the searching range is enlarged. That is, the larger the searching range is, the larger reduction ratio can be achieved. and MC with DRF, and the proposed scheme is the pipelined scheduling and ME-like MC with Level C+.
B. Memory Bandwidth of Update Stage
In the deriving MV part, the proposed scheme can provide 68.5% memory bandwidth reduction. In the MC part, the reduction ratio of our proposed scheme increases as the number of decomposition level increases. This is also due to the effect of GOP boundary. The reduction ratio of our proposed ME-like MC with Level C+ scheme is 49.5% at four decomposition level. Totally, the proposed scheme for the update stage can achieve 52.8% reduction ratio at four decomposition level.
The memory bandwidth of 5/3 MCTF is summarized in Table IV . As the number of decomposition level increases, the proposed scheme has a better performance. In the direct implementation, the total memory bandwidth is 78.1 MBytes/s for four level decomposition. In our proposed scheme, only 50.09 MBytes/s are required and the reduction ratio is 35.9%. Moreover, the irregular memory access of update stage for deriving inverse MV and MC is eliminated so that the efficiency of accessing system memory can be largely improved. Fig. 2 .
C. Implementation Results and Summary
With system constraints like available memory bandwidth or operating frequency, the coding scheme which not only fits the constraints but also has a better coding performance can be chosen to perform in this hardware accelerator. For example, if the available memory bandwidth and working frequency is sufficient, 5/3 MCTF with four level decomposition can be performed to achieve the best coding performance. However, if the memory bandwidth is low, 1/3 MCTF can be selected to fit the constraint. When the available working frequency is hard limited, IPPP with 1-ref can be executed to sustain the normal function of video encoding. Table VI shows the implementation results of the proposed hardware architecture. TSMC 0.18-m process with Artisan cell library is adopted, and the power consumption is estimated during chip testing on Agilent 93000 SOC Test System. The data listed in Table V are validated by both NC-Verilog simulator and porting our design on Virtex2 XC2V8000. The total gate count is 352 K gates, and the memory is 30 KBytes. The chip size is 3.8240 3.5683 mm . The maximum operating frequency is 60 MHz for 5/3 MCTF with four level decomposition. Fig. 16 shows the distribution of gate counts in the proposed hardware architecture. By use of the hardware reuse scheme, the hardware dedicated to the updated stage is of only 18.5 K gates. According to the implemental results in [17] , we assume that the MC module itself occupies more than 60 K gates. It means about 76.4% hardware cost of update stage is saved. Fig. 17 shows the die photo of this hardware accelerator. 
VII. CONCLUSION
MCTF is a new temporal prediction scheme, which can provide 1 dB coding gain at least, compared to traditional MCP schemes. In this paper, an MCTF/ME-combined temporal prediction engine which can support both MCTF and MCP schemes is presented. For the prediction stage in MCTF, with the proposed frame-level data reuse schemes, the system memory bandwidth of prediction stage of MCTF and MCP can be reduced 20.4% and 42.8%, respectively. A frame-interleaved MB pipelining scheme is also proposed to eliminate the data buffer overhead induced by frame-level data reuse. As for the update stage, the proposed pipelined scheme for deriving inverse MVs and the proposed ME-like MC with Level 
